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AUDIO MEMORIZATION 
 
 When we memorize, we want to use all the senses we can.  It is best to combine as many 
sensory inputs as possible to flood the brain with a variety of different perspectives.   

• Making flashcards is tactile; we use our hands to make our physical cards, and 
play flip games with them.   

• We use our visual senses to read the text, scout for the missing words in our 
fill-in-the-blank sheets, and to code the colors for our flashcards.  

• Audio memorization uses the hearing.  When the fill-in-the-blank sheet is 
viewed, long-term storage capability is increased.  

 At present, I can't offer smell or taste options.  I'll be thinking on that one!  
 
Learn together 

•  Find a friend who will work on each octrain with you. 
•  Use within your family:  evening Bible study, home school morning Bible study  

  drill, couples activity (date nights would be fun!),  
•  Use in your church:  group warm-up activities, Sunday School class, youth  

  retreats (try at least one octrain....Beth is a great one!), and whole-church  
  memorization challenge (learn the whole Psalm 119 in a year, say),  

•  Use in your community:  backyard Bible clubs, after-school clubs, collee campus  
  clubs, meet-up clubs, etc.  

•  Make up games where points for the fill-in-the-blanks and mastery of each octrain 
  are tangibly rewarded.  

Use a Method 
 
 It is most effective to use a procedure when memorizing.   
 1.  Read the octrain.  
 2.  Read the paraphrased prayer (see Prayers page on this website).  When you   
  understand its message, pray along with the prayer/passage.  Let God's words  
  teach your heart how to pray well.  Discuss with others and pray together! 
 3.  Download the printed study pages.  The key (bold) words should help you learn  
  phrase by phrase. Challenge your study-mate(s).  Make it a game! 
 4.  Make flashcards with color-coded cardstock (hole-punch, markers, binder rings).  Play 
  games with these cards (preferably with others).  
 5.  Listen to the audio recording as you view the fill-in-the-blank page and evaluate. 
 6.  WALK AWAY from memorizing for a while.  You can read the passage aloud daily.  
 7.  Come back to any of these memorization activities and see how much has been  
  forgotten (this is NORMAL), and how much you have memorized.  Use whatever 
  method helps most and study again.  
 8.  Repeat steps 1-7.   When you revisit the octrains in this way, more will have happened 
  in life and you will find its relevance to be fresh every time.   
 
 



 

 

NOTES:   
 
The audio recording is copyrighted to ReadPsalm119.com.  Various voices will be featured 
speaking the verses.  All audio is reading in the NIV.   
 

 
 
Methods used: 
1.  "chunking" 
2.  color coding 
3.  audio-visual  
 (simultaneous seeing and hearing) 
4.  kinesthetic manipulation  
 (flashcards; physical games) 
5.  oral manipulation  
 (reading or reciting aloud):  exercises facial muscles with hearing and, if reading along at 
 the same time, the visual as well.  
6.  repetition 
 (daily recitation) 
7.  social involvement 
 (use in study groups or with a friend, but only if this is pleasantly done and not a "chore") 
8.  rewards 
 (see "games"; self-rewards for improving on the fill-in-the-blank or complete mastery) 
6.  Study-Rest-Review-Repeat (SR3 Method). 
 Study the passage.  Use all memorization helps. 
 Rest from studying.  Passive hearing (audio) or reading (visual) is allowed.  
 Review the passage again using the memorization helps; work hard and for a few   
  consecutive days.  
 Repeat the rest/review cycle often, even as you add new passages to your learning.   
  For example, after you have sufficiently studied Aleph, move on to Beth, but  
  during Beth's passive "rest" cycle, review Aleph. Then return to Beth.  As you add 
  more passages, return to various previously learned passages during the rest  
  cycles of the new learning.  
 
 While review and study are almost the same, "study" is reserved for NEW learning, while 
  "review" is reserved for intense study of previously learned material.  When you  
  "repeat", repeat the R's.   
 
 (NOTE:  While the idea of intense learning interchanged with periods of passive "restful" learning is a known  
  memorization method increasing long-term storage, the SR3 acronym shorthand is my own.  If you mention  
  it, a helpful reference to ReadPsalm119.com would be appreciated.   


